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I.

INTRODUCTION
The following report, the City of Fort Lupton Conditions Survey (“Survey”) has been prepared for
the Fort Lupton Urban Renewal Authority (FLURA) and Fort Lupton City Council. The purpose of
this work was to analyze conditions within a defined area (referred to here as the “Survey Area”)
located within the City of Fort Lupton and neighboring Weld County to determine (1) whether
factors contributing to blight are present; and (2) if enough factors are present in the Survey Area
to make it eligible as an urban renewal area under the provisions of Colorado Urban Renewal Law,
Colo. Rev. Statute 31‐25‐101 et seq.
The Survey is a necessary step of urban renewal, as defined and authorized by Colorado statutes,
and is to be used as a tool by the City of Fort Lupton to remedy and prevent conditions of blight.
The findings and conclusions presented in this report are intended to assist the City Council in
making a final determination as to whether the Survey Area qualifies as blighted and,
consequently, the feasibility and appropriateness of using urban renewal as a reinvestment tool.

II.

COLORADO URBAN RENEWAL STATUTES AND BLIGHTED AREAS
In Colorado Urban Renewal Law, the legislature has declared that an area of blight:
“Constitutes a serious and growing menace, injurious to the public health, safety, morals,
and welfare of the residents of the state in general and municipalities thereof; that the
existence of such areas contributes substantially to the spread of disease and crime,
constitutes an economic and social liability, substantially impairs or arrests the sound
growth of municipalities, retards the provision of housing accommodations, aggravates
traffic problems and impairs or arrests the elimination of traffic hazards and the
improvement of traffic facilities; and that the prevention and elimination of slums and
blight is a matter of public policy and statewide concern…”
Under Colorado Urban Renewal Law, the term “blighted area” describes an area with an array of
urban problems, including health and social deficiencies, and physical deterioration. See Colo.
Rev. Statute 31‐25‐103(2). Before remedial action can be taken, however, Colorado Urban
Renewal Law requires a finding by the appropriate governing body that an area such as the Survey
Area constitutes a blighted area.
For the purposes of this Survey, the definition of a blighted area is premised upon the definition
articulated in Colorado Urban Renewal Law as follows:
“Blighted Area” means an area that, in its present condition and use and, by reason of the
presence of at least four of the following factors, substantially impairs or arrests the sound growth
of the municipality, retards the provision of housing accommodations, or constitutes an economic
or social liability, and is a menace to the public health, safety, morals or welfare:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
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Slum, deteriorated, or deteriorating structures;
Predominance of defective or inadequate street layout;
Faulty lot layout in relation to size, adequacy, accessibility, or usefulness;
Unsanitary or unsafe conditions;
Deterioration of site or other improvements;
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f)
g)
h)
i)

Unusual topography or inadequate public improvements or utilities;
Defective or unusual conditions of title rendering the title non‐marketable;
The existence of conditions that endanger life or property by fire or other causes;
Buildings that are unsafe or unhealthy for persons to live or work in because of
building code violations, dilapidation, deterioration, defective design, physical
construction, or faulty or inadequate facilities;
j) Environmental contamination of buildings or property; or
k.5) The existence of health, safety, or welfare factors requiring high levels of municipal
services or substantial physical underutilization or vacancy of sites, buildings, or other
improvements.

Source: Colorado Revised Statute 31‐25‐103(2)
In addition, paragraph (I) of Statute 31‐25‐103(2) states,
“if there is no objection by the property owner or owners and the tenant or tenants of
such owner or owners, if any, to the inclusion of such property in an urban renewal area,
‘blighted area’ also means an area that, in present condition and use and, by reason of
the presence of any one of the factors specified in a paragraphs (a) to (k.5) of this
subsection…”
The Statute also states a separate requirement for the number of blight factors that must be
present if private property is to be acquired by eminent domain. Section 31‐25‐105.5(5),
paragraph (a) states:
“Blighted area” shall have the same meaning as set forth in section 31‐25‐
103(2); except that, for purposes of this section only, “blighted area” means
an area that, in its present condition and use and, by reason of the presence
of at least five of the factors specified in section 31‐25‐103 (2) (a) to (2) (l)...
Therefore, State statutes require, depending on the circumstances, that a minimum of one (1),
four (4) or five (5) blight factors be present for an area to be considered a “blighted area.”
The blight finding is a legislative determination by the municipality’s governing body that is a
result of the presence of factors enumerated in the definition of “blighted area.” The area of a
detriment to the health and vitality of the community requires the use of the municipality’s urban
renewal powers to correct those conditions or prevent their spread. In some cases, the factors
enumerated in the definition are symptoms of decay, and in some instances, these factors are the
cause of the problems. The definition requires the governing body to examine the factors and
determine whether these factors indicate a deterioration that threatens the community as a
whole.
Several principles have been developed by Colorado courts to guide the determination of whether
an area constitutes a blighted area under Colorado Urban Renewal Law. First, the absence of
widespread violation of buildings and health codes does not, by itself, preclude a finding of blight.
According to the courts, “the definition of ‘blighted area’ contained in Colorado Urban Renewal
Law is broad and encompasses not only those areas containing properties so dilapidated as to
justify condemnation as nuisances, but also envisions the prevention of deterioration.”
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Second, the presence of one well‐maintained building does not defeat a determination that an
area constitutes a blighted area. Normally, a determination of blight is based upon an area “taken
as a whole,” and not on a building‐by‐building, parcel‐by‐parcel, or block‐by‐block basis.
Third, a city’s “determination as to whether an area is blighted…is a legislative question and the
scope of review by the judiciary is restricted.” A court’s role in reviewing such a blight
determination is simply to verify independently if the conclusion is based upon factual evidence
and consistent with the statutory definition.
Based upon conditions identified in the Survey Area, this report makes a recommendation as to
whether the Survey Area qualifies as a blighted area. The actual determination itself remains the
responsibility of the Fort Lupton City Council.

III.

CONDITIONS INDICATIVE OF BLIGHT
As discussed in Section II, the Colorado Urban Renewal Law provides a list of eleven (11) factors
that, through their presence, may allow an area to be declared as blighted. This section elaborates
on those eleven (11) factors by describing some of the conditions, or sub‐categories, that might
be found within the Survey Area that would indicate the presence of those factors.
(a) Slum, Deteriorated or Deteriorating Structures
During the field reconnaissance of the Survey Area the general condition and level of deterioration
of a building is evaluated. This examination is limited to a visual inspection of the building’s
exterior condition and is not a detailed engineering or architectural analysis, nor does it include
the building’s interior. The intent is to document obvious indications of disrepair and
deterioration to the exterior of a structure found within the Survey Area. Sub‐categories include:












Roof Deterioration or Damage
Wall, Fascia Board and/or Soffit Deterioration or Damage
Foundation Problems (can also be inferred from subsidence)
Gutter and/or Downspouts Absent or Deteriorating
Exterior Finish Deterioration (i.e. peeling or badly faded paint, crumbling stucco, cracked
masonry, etc.)
Window and/or Door Deterioration or Damage
Stairway and/or Fire Escape Deterioration or Damage
Mechanical Equipment (problems with or damage to major mechanical elements of
primary structure)
Loading Areas Damage or Deterioration
Fence, Wall and/or Gate Damage or Deterioration
Other Structural Deterioration to Significant Non‐Primary Structures

(b) Predominance of Defective or Inadequate Street Layout
The presence of this factor is determined through a combination of both field observation as well
as an analysis of the existing transportation network and vehicular and pedestrian circulation
patterns in the Survey Area. Sub‐categories include:
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Vehicular Access (ingress and/or egress options for automobile traffic are unsafe, missing,
or significantly inconvenient for visitors or customers)
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Internal Circulation (non‐public, internal roadways or driveways are unsafe, significantly
inconvenient or present safety problems relative to their interaction with public roads)
Driveway Definitions and/or Curb Cuts Unsafe or Significantly Inconvenient
Parking Layout Substandard Causing Safety or Access Problems
Traffic Accident History (disproportionate share of reported vehicular accidents)

These conditions can affect the adequacy of performance of the transportation system within the
Survey Area, creating a street layout that is defective or inadequate.
(c) Faulty Lot Layout in Relation to Size, Adequacy, Accessibly, or Usefulness
This factor requires an analysis of the parcels within the Survey Area as to their potential and
usefulness as developable sites. Conditions indicative of the presence of this factor include:




Faulty Lot Shape or Layout (narrow, triangular, split, or other shapes incompatible with
most land uses)
Vehicular Access Unsafe, Missing or Significantly Inconvenient
Inadequate Lot Size

The analysis considers shape, orientation, and size of undeveloped parcels within the Survey Area
and if these attributes would negatively impact the potential for development of the parcel. This
evaluation is performed both through observation in the field, and through the analysis of parcel
boundary maps in the Survey Area.
(d) Unsanitary or Unsafe Conditions
This factor is said to be present when safety hazards and conditions are likely to have adverse
effects on the health or welfare of persons in the area due to problems with a lack of
infrastructure or inadequate infrastructure. Conditions observed within the Survey Area that
qualify under this blight factor include:











Poorly Lit or Unlit Areas
Cracked or Uneven Sidewalks
Hazardous Contaminants
Poor Drainage
Flood Hazard (within a 100‐year flood zone, according to FEMA)
Grading and/or Steep Slopes that Presents a Safety Hazard
Unscreened Trash or Mechanical Equipment or Openly Accessible Dumpsters
Pedestrian Safety Conditions that Present a Clear Danger (i.e., sidewalk problems, lack of
crosswalks/crossing lights, fast‐moving traffic, etc.)
High Crime Incidence (disproportionate share of police calls for service)
Vagrants, Vandalism and/or Graffiti Suggesting Unsafe Urban Environments

These represent situations in which the safety of individuals, especially pedestrians and children,
may be compromised due to environmental and physical conditions considered to be unsafe or
unsanitary.
(e) Deterioration of Site or Other Improvements
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The conditions that apply to this blight factor reflect the deterioration of various improvements
made on a site other than building structures. These conditions may represent a lack of general
maintenance at a site, the physical degradation of specific improvements, or an improvement that
was poorly planned or constructed. Overall, the presence of these conditions can reduce a site’s
usefulness and desirability and negatively affect nearby properties.







Presence of Billboards
Signage Deteriorating or Damaged
Neglected or Poorly Maintained Properties, Streets, Alleys, Sidewalks, and Other Public
Improvements
Trash, Debris and/or Weeds
Parking Surface, Curb and/or Gutter Deteriorated or an Absence Thereof
Lack of Landscaping on Properties with an Expectation of Landscaping or Landscaping that
has Become Neglected

(f) Unusual Topography or Inadequate Public Improvements or Utilities
The focus of this factor is on the presence of unusual topographical conditions that could make
development prohibitive, such as steep slopes or poor load – bearing soils, as well as deficiencies
in the public infrastructure system within the Survey Area that could include:









Slopes or Unusual Terrain
Street Pavement Deterioration or Absence
Curb and Gutter Deterioration or Absence
Street Lighting Inadequate, Damaged or Missing
Overhead Utilities in Place
Lack of Sidewalks
Water and/or Sewer Service Missing or in Need of Repair or Replacement
Storm Sewer and Drainage Infrastructure Missing or Damaged

(g) Defective or Unusual Conditions of Title Rendering the Title Non‐Marketable
This factor is said to be present when there are problems with the marketability of property titles,
including unusual restrictions, unclear ownership, etc. Due to the expense of title searches, this
blight factor is typically not examined unless developers or land owners provide documentation
of known problematic title issues.
(h) Existence of Conditions that Endanger Life or Property by Fire and Other Causes
A finding of blight within this factor can result from the presence of the following conditions,
which include both the deterioration of physical improvements that can lead to dangerous
situations as well as the inability for emergency personnel or equipment to provide services to
the site:
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Fire Safety Problems Based on Discussions with Fire Department Personnel or Evidence
of Recent Fire
Hazardous Contaminants
High Crime Incidence
Floodplain or Fire Hazard
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(i) Buildings that are Unsafe or Unhealthy for Persons to Live or Work in because of Building
Code Violations, Dilapidations, Deterioration, Defective Design, Physical Construction, or Faulty
or Inadequate Facilities
This factor is said to be present when primary improvements, specifically those described in the
context of factors (a) and (d) above, as well as property, poses a danger to the extent that
habitation and/or daily use is considered unsafe. This factor is present if there is the presence of:




Hazardous Contaminants
Fire Safety Problems
Buildings and Facilities that Appear Unsafe from Exterior Observation

(j) Environmental Contamination of Buildings or Property
This factor represents the presence of contamination in the soils, structures, water sources, and
other locations within the Survey Area. This factor is present if within the Survey Area there are:


Hazardous Contaminants

(k.5) Existence of Factors Requiring High Levels of Municipal Services or Substantial Physical
Underutilization or Vacancy or Sites, Buildings, or Other Improvements
The physical conditions that would contribute to this blight factor include:




IV.

High Fire Call Volume
High Crime Incidence (reflected in police calls for service)
Site Underutilization (vacant land or buildings)

METHODOLOGY
The general methodology for the Study was as follows: first, determine the Survey Area, which is
the specific geographic territory to be evaluated as determined by City staff under the direction
of FLURA. Once the Survey Area was determined, it was then broken into three separate Sub
Areas, which were determined based on similar property characteristics. The northern Sub Area
(Sub Area 1) is largely industrial and commercial in nature. The center Sub Area (Sub Area 2) is
predominately commercial (retail and restaurant) and residential in nature. The southern Sub
Area (Sub Area 3) is dominated by public facilities, residential and commercial (retail and
restaurant) uses. These Sub Areas and their boundaries are further detailed in Section V of this
Study.
Not all of the properties within the Survey Area were examined due to the size of the Survey Area
and number of parcels included. Rather, general information about the Survey Area was gathered,
such as right‐of‐way and parcel boundaries, windshield surveys, photography, aerial photography,
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data from the Weld County Assessor’s Office, traffic
accident data from the Fort Lupton Police Department, target hazard information from the Fort
Lupton Fire Protection District, etc. The Survey Area was then evaluated for evidence of blight
through two means: a thorough field reconnaissance of the Survey Area to document observed
physical conditions of blight, and data collection efforts to gather information about blight factors
that are not visually evident. The study results were then categorized and analyzed as to their
applicability to the blight factors outlined in Colorado Urban Renewal Law. Finally, the findings
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and conclusions regarding blight found within the Survey Area were prepared and presented in
this report.
Pursuant to Colorado Urban Renewal Law, the owners of property located within the Survey Area
were notified by mail that the Study was being conducted.

V.

SURVEY AREA LOCATION, DEFINITION, AND DESCRIPTION
The parcels included within the City of Fort Lupton Conditions Survey Area are either located in
the City of Fort Lupton or are an enclave located within Weld County and surrounded by the City
limits. The boundaries of the Survey Area are generally U.S. Highway 85 on the west, County Road
10 on the south, Rollie Avenue on the east, and the northern boundary of Parcel Number
130929000035 (located approximately 0.16 miles north of County Road 16) on the north. The
Survey Area is generally located within Sections 29, 31 and 32, Township 2 North, Range 66 West
of the 6th P.M. and Sections 5, 6, 7 and 8, Township 1 North, Range 66 West of the 6th P.M. In total
the Survey Area measures approximately 816.9 acres or 1.28 square miles and consists of 1,134
parcels of land.
Due to the size and number of parcels within the Survey Area, the Area is divided into three (3)
separate Sub Areas that are each comprised of one or more real property parcels. The entire
Survey Area, including the Sub Area boundaries, is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Survey Area with Sub Area Boundaries
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SUB AREA 1
Sub Area 1 is the northernmost portion of the Survey Area. Sub Area 1 is generally bounded by
12th Street on the south, U.S. Highway 85 on the west, Union Pacific Railroad right‐of‐way on the
east, and the northern boundary of Parcel Number 130929000035 (located approximately 0.16
miles north of County Road 16) on the north. See Figure 2 for a map of Sub Area 1. Sub Area 1 is
comprised of land that is within the city limits of Fort Lupton, and also includes some portions
that are an enclave within unincorporated Weld County. The total size of Survey Area 1 is 178.7
acres or 0.28 square miles. Survey Area 1 generally includes industrial and commercial businesses.
This Survey Area also includes some residential properties that are primarily located within Weld
County.

Figure 2: Sub Area 1
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SUB AREA 2
Sub Area 2 is the middle portion of the Survey Area and is generally bounded by State Highway
52 on the south, U.S. Highway 85 on the west, the eastern boundary of Parcel Number
147105247001 on the east (located approximately 0.19 miles east of Rollie Avenue), and 12th
Street on the north. Survey Area 2 is approximately 344.7 acres or 0.54 square miles. See Figure
3 for a map of Sub Area 2. The Survey Area is entirely located within the City of Fort Lupton. Sub
Area 2 is generally comprised of residential and commercial properties, with some industrial
businesses and public facilities.

Figure 3: Sub Area 2
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SUB AREA 3
Sub Area 3 is the southernmost portion of the Survey Area and is generally bounded by State
Highway 52 on the north, County Road 10 on the south, Union Pacific Railroad right‐of‐way on
the east, and the western parcels located along South Grand Avenue on the west. Sub Area 3 is
approximately 293.5 acres or 0.46 square miles. See Figure 4 for a map of Sub Area 3. Sub Area 3
is comprised of land that is within the city limits of Fort Lupton, and also includes some portions
that are located within unincorporated Weld County. The area is generally comprised of
residential, commercial properties, public facilities and some light industrial businesses.

Figure 4: Sub Area 3
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VI.

STUDY FINDINGS
(a) Slum, Deteriorated or Deteriorating Structures
No interior inspections were conducted as part of this Survey, but external observations indicate
that there are a number of structures that suffer from various levels of deterioration or neglect in
each of the Sub Areas. Both primary and secondary structures had poorly maintained exterior
finishes, peeling paint, roof deterioration and broken windows. Vacant and boarded up houses
were also identified within Sub Area 2 and 3. Other Survey Area structural problems include
deterioration of gutters and fences. Examples of properties with slum, deteriorated or
deteriorating structures are shown in Appendix A, page 21‐23. A map showing the location of
properties identified with the factor is shown on Appendix B, page 42.
The following sub‐categories of factor (a) were found in the Survey Area:







Roof Deterioration or Damage (Sub Area 1, 2 and 3)
Wall, Fascia Board and/or Soffit Deterioration or Damage (Sub Area 1, 2 and 3)
Exterior Finish Deterioration (Sub Area 1, 2 and 3)
Window and/or Door Deterioration or Damage (Sub Area 2 and 3)
Fence, Wall and/or Gate Damage or Deterioration (Sub Area 1)
Other Structural Deterioration to Significant Non‐Primary Structures (Sub Area 1, 2 and 3)

(b) Predominance of Defective or Inadequate Street Layout
During numerous on‐site investigations and field surveys, defective or inadequate street layout
conditions were observed throughout the Survey Area. The most pervasive street conditons found
in the Survey Area related to in adequate steret layouts, substandard parking layouts and
disproportionate traffic accidents.
Examples of inadequate street layouts were identified in Sub Areas 1 and 2. In Sub Area 1, there
is an offset intersection located at Denver Avenue and County Road 16. Offset intersections also
occur in Sub Area 2 at Fulton Avenue and 2nd Street and again at Grand Avenue and State Highway
52.
There are instances of commercial businesses with parking lots that back directly into the street
in Sub Areas 1, 2 and 3, which is a safety issue for other vehicles and pedestrians. In Sub Area 3,
vehicular access and internal circulation issues along State Highway 52 cause traffic to extend out
onto the Highway.
Additionally, 2013 and 2014 traffic accident reports for the Fort Lupton Police Department show
that there are intersections and roadways within each of the Sub Areas that have a
disproportionate share of traffic accidents. Within Sub Area 1, these intersections included the
intersection of 14th Street and U.S. Highway 85. There were also a significant number that
occurred at the intersection of 14th Street and Denver Avenue in 2014. In Sub Areas 2 and 3, there
are a large number of accidents located at several intersections along State Highway 52, including
at U.S. Highway 85, Grand Avenue, Denver Avenue, and Pacific Avenue.
Examples of properties with a predominance of defective or inadequate street layout are shown
in Appendix A, page 24‐26. A map showing the location of properties identified with this factor is
shown on Appendix B, page 43.
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The following sub‐categories of factor (b) were found in the Survey Area:






Vehicular Access (ingress and/or egress options for automobile traffic are unsafe, missing,
or significantly inconvenient for visitors or customers) (Sub Area 3)
Internal Circulation (non‐public, internal roadways or driveways are unsafe, significantly
inconvenient or present safety problems relative to their interaction with public roads)
(Sub Area 3)
Parking Layout Substandard Causing Safety or Access Problems (Sub Area 1, 2 and 3)
Traffic Accident History (disproportionate share of reported vehicular accidents) (Sub
Area 1, 2 and 3)

(c) Faulty Lot Layout in Relation to Size, Adequacy, Accessibility or Usefulness
Within Sub Area 1, there exists examples of faulty lot layouts that are unusually shaped and/or
do not have direct vehicular access to a public street. Sub Area 3 also has faulty lot layouts that
are unusually long and narrow and/or not have direct vehicular access within this Sub Area.
Examples of these lots are also identifed in Appendix A, page 27. The location of these parcels is
shown on the map at Appendix B, page 44.
The following sub‐categories of factor (d) were found in the Survey Area:



Faulty lot shape or layout (Sub Area 1 and 3)
Vehicular access unsafe, missing or significantly inconvenient (Sub Area 1 and 3)

(d) Unsanitary or Unsafe Conditions
Unsanitary or unsafe conditions were identified thoughout the Survey Area. One of the largest
safety concerns is that a lack of sidewalks and other pedestrian infrastructure is prevalent
throughout each of the Sub Areas. One example is located within Sub Area 2 at the northeastern
corner of the State Highway 52 and U.S. Highway 85 intersection. A lack of sidewalk at this location
prevents pedestrians from being able to safetly cross the onramp onto U.S. Highway 85
northbound. Pedestrians instead have to walk onto State Highway 52 in order to cross and access
the western portion of the City. There is also a lack of sidewalks around the City’s high school,
preventing safe travel for students. In areas where there are sidewalks, they are often too narrow
to comply with ADA requirements or to allow multiple people to safely walk next to each other.
Other sub‐categories of unsanitary or unsafe conditions observed include unscreened trash,
which was observed in each of the Sub Areas. Additionally, open and accessible dumpsters were
observed in Sub Areas 2 and 3. Finally, in Sub Area 1, along Factory Drive, there are properties
that are located within the FEMA 100‐year flood zone. See Figure 5 for the location of these
parcels.
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Figure 5: Parcels within the 100‐Year Flood Zone

Examples of unsanity and unsafe conditions within the Survey Area are shown in Appendix A at
page 28‐30. A map showing the location of these properties is shown on Appendix B, page 45.
The following sub‐categories of factor (d) were found in the Survey Area:
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Cracked or Uneven Sidewalks (Sub Area 2)
Flood Hazard (within a 100‐year flood zone, according to FEMA) (Sub Area 1)
Unscreened Trash or Mechanical Equipment or Openly Accessible Dumpsters (Sub Area 1
and 3)
Pedestrian Safety Conditions that Present a Clear Danger (i.e., sidewalk problems, lack of
crosswalks/crossing lights, fast‐moving traffic, etc.) (Sub Area 1, 2 and 3)
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(e) Deterioration of Site or Other Improvements
A variety of blight conditions were observed within the Survey Area related to site deterioration
and non‐primary improvements. These conditions, which negatively affect the appearance and
utilization of the area, most commonly include poorly maintained properties or infrastructure or
parking surface or curb and gutter deterioration. Several sites throughout each of the Sub Areas
were found to have other deterioration issues such as maintenance problems including street
and curb deterioration, unimproved parking lots and poorly maintained curb cuts. There is a
presence of billboards located within Sub Area 1, which is a sub‐category of factor (e).
Examples of unsanitary or unsafe conditions are shown in Appendix A at page 31‐33. A map
showing the location of these properties is shown on Appendix B, page 46.
The following sub‐categories of factor (e) were found in the Survey Area:





Presence of Billboards (Sub Area 1)
Neglected or Poorly Maintained Properties, Streets, Alleys, Sidewalks, and Other Public
Improvements (Sub Area 1, 2 and 3)
Trash, Debris and/or Weeds (Sub Area 1 and 3)
Parking Surface, Curb and/or Gutter Deteriorated or an Absence Thereof (Sub Area 1 and
2)

(f) Unusual Topography or Inadequate Public Improvements or Utilities
Several instances of inadequate public improvements were observed in each of the Sub Areas.
As discussed earlier, the Survey Area has a lack of sidewalks or sidewalks that are too narrow to
allow for pedestrian safety. Deterioration of streets and/or curb or gutters exists throughout the
Survey Area. Portions of Sub Area 1 lack a connection to water and sewer utilities. Sub Area 3
also has areas that lack a connection to utilities, particularly in the unincorporated portions
within Weld County. Finally, there is a presence of overhead utlities within each of the Sub
Areas.
Examples of inadequate public improvements or utilities within the Survey Area are shown in
Appendix A, page 34‐36. A map showing the location of these properties is shown on Appendix B,
page 47.
The following sub‐categories of factor (f) were found in the Survey Area:







Street Pavement Deterioration or Absence (Sub Area 1 and 3)
Curb and Gutter Deterioration or Absence (Sub Area 1 and 3)
Overhead Utilities in Place (Sub Area 1, 2 and 3)
Lack of Sidewalks (Sub Area 1, 2 and 3)
Water and/or Sewer Service Missing or in Need of Repair or Replacement (Sub Area 1 and
3)
Storm Sewer and Drainage Infrastructure Missing or Damaged (Sub Area 1 and 3)

(g) Defective or Unusual Conditions of Title Rendering the Title Non‐Marketable
It is unknown if these conditions exist within the Survey Area.
(h) Existence of Conditions that Endanger Life or Property by Fire and Other Causes
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Within Sub Area 2, there is a bulk plant located within railroad right‐of‐way that is classified as a
High‐Hazard Group H classification according to the Fort Lupton Fire Protection District’s target
hazards list. These target hazards are properties that “poses an extraordinary risk to civilian life
safety, firefighter safety, or surrounding property.” Appendix A, page 37 shows the bulk plant that
was identified by the Fort Lupton Fire Protection District as having a High‐Hazard Group H building
classification.
Additionally, as stated earlier under factor (d), there are parcels located along Factory Drive in
Sub Area 1 that are located within the 100‐year floodplain according to FEMA. See Figure 5 for
the location of these parcels.
Appendix B, page 48 shows a map with the location of properties identified with factor (h).
The following sub‐categories of factor (h) were found in the Survey Area:


Fire safety problems based on discussions with fire department personnel or evidence of
recent fire (Sub Area 2)
Floodplain or flood hazard (Sub Area 1)



(i) Buildings that are Unsafe of Unhealthy for Persons to Live or Work in because of Building
Code Violations, Dilapidations, Deterioration, Defective Design, Physical Construction, or
Faulty or Inadequate Facilities
Several buildings were observed in Sub Areas 2 and 3 that appeared unsafe from exterior
observation based upon dilapidation and significant deterioration of the structures. Examples of
these buildings are identified on page 38‐39 in Appendix A . A map showing the location of these
properties is shown on Appendix B, page 49.
The following sub‐categories of factor (i) were found in the Survey Area:


Buildings and facilities that appear unsafe from exterior observation (Sub Area 2 and 3)

(j) Environmental Contamination of Buildings or Property
It is unknown if these conditions exist within the Survey Area.
(k.5) Existence of Factors Requiring High Levels of Municipal Services or Substantial Physical
Underutilization or Vacancy of Sites, Buildings, or Other Improvements:
Underutilized or vacant sites are located within Sub Area 2 and 3, which are identified on the map
at Appendix A, page 40. A map showing the location of these properties is shown on Appendix B,
page 50.
The following sub‐categories of factor (k.5) were found in the Survey Area:


VII.

Site underutilization (vacant land or buildings) (Sub Area 2 and 3)

Study Summary and Recommendation
Within the entire Survey Area, the following blight factors were identified:
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Slum, Deteriorated or Deteriorating Structures;
Predominance of Defective or Inadequate Street Layout;
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Faulty Lot Layout in Relations to Size, Adequacy, Accessibility, or Usefulness;
Unsanitary or Unsafe Conditions;
Deterioration of Site or Other Improvements;
Unusual Topography or Inadequate Public Improvements or Utilities;
Existence of Conditions that Endanger Life or Property by Fire or Other Causes; and
Existence of Factors Requiring High Levels of Municipal Services or Substantial Physical
Underutilization or Vacancy of Sites, Buildings, or Other Improvements

The map shown at Appendix C shows the location of all properties that were identified within the
Survey Area that have one or more of the above blight factor conditions. These factors were
determined to exist under the requirement outlined in the state Urban Renewal Statutes that the
Survey Area be evaluated “in its present condition and use” and that the blight “substantially
impairs or arrests the sound growth of the municipality, retards the provision of housing
accomodations, or constitutes an economic or social liability, and is a menace to the public health,
safety, morals, or welfare.”
Chart 1 shows the blight factors that were found in each individual Sub Area. According to the
findings, seven observed factors were found in Sub Area 1, eight factors were observed in Sub
Area 2, and eight factors were found in Sub Area 3. As discussed in Section II, in order for an area
to be declared blighted, four of the eleven blight factors must be found within the Survey Area.
Based on the findings shown in Chart 1, nine of the eleven blight factors were found in the entire
Survey Area. Additionally, since at least seven of eleven blight factors were identified within the
Sub Areas, a finding of blight may be made with confidence under any of the above scenarios.

Chart 1: Blight Factors within Sub Areas
Factor
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K.5
TOTAL

VIII.

Sub Area
1







Sub Area
2





7

Sub Area
3







Survey
Area
















8


8


9





CONCLUSION
It is the conclusion of this Study that within the Survey Area, as described in this report, there is a
presence of adverse physical conditions sufficient to meet criteria established in the State statute.
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Although some portions of the Survey Area are in adequate or sound condition, there exists
deteriorated and substandard conditons throughout the Survey Area as a whole, which could lead
the legislative body to a finding that this area is blighted.
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Appendix A:
Photos of Blight Factors
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a)

Slum, deteriorated or deteriora ng structures.
SUB AREA 1 EXAMPLES

21

a)

Slum, deteriorated or deteriora ng structures.
SUB AREA 2 EXAMPLES

22

a)

Slum, deteriorated or deteriora ng structures.
SUB AREA 3 EXAMPLES

23

b)

Predominance of defec ve or inadequate street layout.
SUB AREA 1 EXAMPLES

24

b)

Predominance of defec ve or inadequate street layout.
SUB AREA 2 EXAMPLES

25

b)

Predominance of defec ve or inadequate street layout.
SUB AREA 3 EXAMPLES

26

d)

Unsanitary or unsafe condi ons.
SUB AREA 1 EXAMPLE

28

d)

Unsanitary or unsafe condi ons.
SUB AREA 2 EXAMPLES

29

e)

Deteriora on of site or other improvements.
SUB AREA 1 EXAMPLES

31

e)

Deteriora on of site or other improvements.
SUB AREA 2 EXAMPLES

32

e)

Deteriora on of site or other improvements.
SUB AREA 3 EXAMPLES

33

f)

Unusual topography or inadequate public improvements or u li es.
SUB AREA 1 EXAMPLE

34

f)

Unusual topography or inadequate public improvements or u li es.
SUB AREA 3 EXAMPLES

36

h)

The existence of condi ons that endanger life or property by fire or other causes.
SUB AREA 2 EXAMPLES

37

i)

Buildings that are unsafe or unhealthy for persons to live or work in because of
building code viola ons, dilapida ons, deteriora on, defec ve design, physical
construc on, or faulty or inadequate facili es.

SUB AREA 2 EXAMPLES

38

i)

Buildings that are unsafe or unhealthy for persons to live or work in because of
building code viola ons, dilapida ons, deteriora on, defec ve design, physical
construc on, or faulty or inadequate facili es.

SUB AREA 3 EXAMPLES

39

k.5)

The existence of health, safety, or welfare factors requiring high levels of municipal services or substan al physical underu liza on or vacancy of sites,
buildings, or other improvements.
SUB AREA 2 EXAMPLE
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Appendix B:
Blight Factor Maps
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a)

42

Slum, deteriorated or deteriora ng structures.

b)

43

Predominance of defec ve or inadequate street layout.

c)

44

Faulty lot layout in rela on to size, adequacy, accessibility, or usefulness.

d)

45

Unsanitary or unsafe condi ons.

e)

46

Deteriora on of site or other improvements.

f)

47

Unusual topography or inadequate public improvements or u li es.

h)

48

The existence of condi ons that endanger life or property by fire or other causes.

Appendix C:
Blight Factor Map of EnƟre
Survey Area
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